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1. Introduction 
The present paper deals with continued fractions of the form 
where a,, E @, a,, # 0 for all n. With 
alI a21 an I s,(w)=T+T+ **- +----= 
A, + A,_lw 
11 +w B,, + B,_,w ’ (14 
the continued fraction (1.1) is said to converge to f E 6, if (and only if) 
lim S, (0) =S. 
H-M (1.3) 
This is the classical definition of convergence, based upon the behavior of the classical 
approximants 
S, (0) = A./B, 2 (1-4 
where A, and B, are given by the recurrence relations 
A n+l =A, + %+l4-1, 4+1= 4I + %+*4-l, (1.5) 
with initial conditions A_, = 1, A, = 0, B_, = 0, B, = 1. In the paper [S] convergent continued 
fractions of the form (1.1) were studied by defining a function 
g(z)=g(z,,z, )...) Zk, . ..).=,F?F (1.6) 
from subsets of Coo to 6. Assuming the value g(Z) and the tail values gCk’( Z) = g( zk+ i, zk+2,. . . > 
all to be finite, the following formula for the partial derivatives of g was proved: 
w3 gw ” -=-. -g’k’( .q 
3Z n+l Z n+l k=l l+g’k’(q ’ n=0,1,2,.-* 4 1 (I .7) 
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In the particular case when (1.7) is evaluated at a diagonal point, Z = (a, a, . . . ), i.e. at a 
periodic continued fraction K( a/l), a @ (- co, - $1, the formula (1.7) reduces to 
(&),=&($J, n=o,1,2 ,..., (1.7’) 
where ( ) 0 indicates evaluation at a particular point in Q= O” (here (a, a, a, . . . )), and where 
r=/x-;, Rer>O (1.8) 
is the value of the continued fraction K( a/l). The formula (1.7’) suggests the following 
approximate formula for the value f” of a continued fraction K(( a + 8,)/l), when all 8, are 
‘ small’: 
This approximation is linear in the 6”‘s. It is proved in [9] under certain conditions, and an error 
estimate is given. Two applications are shown: (1) Convergence acceleration for continued 
fractions K(( a + 8,)/l) where 8, -+ 0. (2) Determination of good approximations to the best 
limit region for (1.6) corresponding to a given ‘small’ element set, i.e. the set of all values of 
K(( a + 6,)/l) when 6, all are restricted to a certain ‘small’ set in a neighborhood of 0. Examples 
of both applications are given. 
In the paper [lo] the formulas needed for convergence acceleration of regular C-fractions for 
certain hypergeometric functions are established. 
A natural extension of (1.9) is to study continued fractions K(( a, + 6,)/l) ‘near’ an auxiliary 
continued fraction K( a,/l) in the sense of Jacobsen [l], where the value and all the tail values 
are known. Using (1.7) evaluated at the auxiliary continued fraction instead of merely (1.7’) in 
(1.9) suggests an approximate formula of a more general type. Numerical experiments and some 
preliminary investigations indicate that this is worth looking into. 
In the present paper we shall restrict ourselves to cases where the auxiliary continued fraction 
has elements which are located in a certain type of parabolic region and subject to certain 
growth- or boundedness-conditions. In the examples we shall restrict ourselves to cases when 
a, -+ co (still subject to the same conditions). 
2. A basic theorem 
We recall from the parabola theorem in [6] that if all a, are in a parabolic region 
1 w I- Re( w e-2ia) G &os*a: (2.1) 
for a fixed (Y E (- &r, $rr) and 
n!i& =O”, 
P-2) 
the continued fraction (1.1) converges to a finite value. These conditions will be maintained 
throughout the whole paper, except in one example. 
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Theorem 1. Let 
;!I!? 
( i n=l 1 
be a continued fraction with all elements a,, in the open parabolic region 
1 w 1 -Re(w e-2in) < $zos*a 
for some 01 E (- $s, i=), and where 
(2.1’) 
(24 
Let T, be the value of Kr+( a,/l), and T, the value of the Nth tail 
(2.3a) 
With 
h,(z) = 1 + ? + + + . . . + y (2.3b) 
let finally ( 1 + h,/T, } be bounded away from zero for all K( 2,/l) in question. 
Then there exists a sequence { rn}rS 1 of positive numbers, such that the following statements hold 
for all complex sequences { .c~}:=~ with 1 en ( G 8, ’ r, for n = 1, 2, 3,. . . and some 8, E (0, 1): 
(A) The function F, defined by 
is holomorphic in the disk 1 z ( -c l/8,. 
09 
(C) 
P-5) 
(2.6) 
whereM,=sup IF(z)-T,), 1~1 <l/&J,. 
Proof. Take all r,, such that the disks E,, given by 
lw-aa,I Gr,, 
all are in the open parabolic region (2.1’). If in (1.1) infinitely many of the elements a, have 
absolute value less than a fixed positive number, the same holds for all z, E E,? with the same 
n-values (possibly with another bound). In this case (2.2) with z, instead of a,, holds trivially. 
Hence, without loss of generality we may assume that all a,, from some n on have absolute 
value > 1. From [5, Theorem 4.451 follows immediately that for such n-values 
z,EE,, * 1zJ G la,l+r,~ laJ+\r)a,1~21a,l~ 
and (2.2) with z, again holds. This shows that for any choice of z, E E, the continued fraction 
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K( z/l) converges, and we even know that the value and all the values of the approximants are 
in the half plane defined by 
Re( w e-‘“) 2 - ices (Y, (2.7) 
and they are all finite [6]. Hence, for any permitted fixed choice of { c,, }z=r the functions 
F,(z)= a1 + ElZ I (1 + yzl + . . . +a.;;nzl 
are rational and finite in ) z ] < l/8, and thus holomorphic in ) z ) < l/O,. The sequence { F,(z)} 
converges pointwise in 1 z 1 < l/8, and has the complement of (2.7) as a set of exceptional 
values. The sequence { F,(z)} is thus normal, and by the Stieltjes-Vitali theorem { F,(z)} 
converges uniformly on compact sets in the disk 1 z ) -c l/8,. Hence the limit function (2.4) is 
holomorphic in I z I < l/8,. The (A) part of the theorem is thus proved. 
In order to prove (B) we shall first prove a lemma. 
Lemma 2. 
lim 
a, + clz a2 + C2Z 
1 + I + . * - + 
a, + E,Z 
1 + r, 
= F(z) 
n4oa 
uniformly on compact subsets of 1 z I < l/8,. 
Proof. Let G, denote the function 
G,(z)= a1 + ClZ I (I + “2’1;2z’ + . . . + “;I+;;] 
n 
a1 + ElZ I a2 + E2Z I a,+~nzI %+,I an+21 = 
(1 + (1 + .** + 11 
- - 
+ 11 + 11 + *-*’ 
For any n, G,(z) is rational, and for I z I 4 l/8, with finite value in the half plane (2.7). The 
sequence { G,(z)} is thus a normal family of functions, holomorphic in ( z ( -c l/O,. 
Using standard notations we have 
G,(z) = 4 +4-IL 
B, + B,_,T" ’ K(z)= 2. n 
We know that F,(z) + F(z) for ) z ] -C l/O,. Now 
since 
B n 
Bn-I 
= 1 + !L! + ‘n-l I + . . . + ?! =h 
11 11 11 n’ 
Since 1 + h,/T, is bounded away from zero and 
F,-,(z) -F,(z) + 0 
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for 1zI <l/8, wehave G,(z)-F,(z)+O, and hence G,(z)+P(z)in lzl <l/0,. Since {G,} 
is normal, we conclude that G,,(z) -+ F(z) uniformly on compact subsets of I z I -c l/B,. Lemma 
2 is thus proved. 0 
From Lemma 2 follows that G,‘(z) + F’(z) uniformly on compact subsets of I z ( < l/8,. In 
particular G,‘(O) -+ P’(0). 
Now, the continued fraction 
G,(z)= a1 + ClZ I l1 + a,+l;2z’ + . . . + “+I;,” + %$ + !+ + . . . 
is of the form K( zk/l), where 
i 
ak+ekz, l<k<n, 
Zk = 
‘k, k>n+l. 
From (1.7) we find, since in this case only the first n zk’s are depending upon z, and since 
G,,(O) = 4, 
Letting n + 00 we find (2.5), and the (B) part is proved. 
Let F be a function, holomorphic in I z ( < l/8,. From the Cauchy formula we get 
F(1) - F(0) = &j- “‘; 1 f(O) dc 
c 
where C is a circle of radius R, 1 < R < l/B,, run counter-clockwise. A slight reformulation 
gives 
=F’(O) + ‘J ‘(c) - F(o) d[ 
2lTi c 12([-1) ’ 
and thus 
IF;(l) -f’(O) -F’(O) I G ( ,;yR IF’(S) -J’(O) 1)/R@- 1). 
Since this holds for all 1 < R < l/8,, we find (2.6) by inserting r, for F(0) and (2.5) for F’(0). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remarks. (i) Under the same conditions we find corresponding results for the tail functions 
&‘(N)(z) = .s, ( an+N ‘: ‘n+NZ j. 
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This is holomorphic in )z) < l/8,, where (en 1 < 9N+1. r, for n = N+ 1, N-t 2, N-t 3, . . . . 
Obviously 8, +i G 8, if both are chosen as small as possible. (2.5) and (2.6) are replaced by 
(2.5’) 
(2.6’) 
where MN = sup 1 FcN’( Z) - r, 1, 1 Z ) < l/6$,+1. 
(ii) By the parabola theorem we have, when all elements are in the parabolic region and 
Ul/ VW) = co, that all FcN’(l) (in particular r,) are in the half plane 
Re( w e-‘“) 2 - $0~ (Y, 
and all h, are the half plane 
Re( w e-‘“) 2 $cos 01. 
2. Observations on acceleration 
It is a rather natural guess to think that 
(2.7) 
in some cases is a good modifying factor to use, as far as convergence acceleration is concerned, 
i.e. to study the approximants 
(D) S,( TN), rather than 
(J> sN(rN)3 Or 
cc) sN(o)- 
Here (C) stands for classical approximants, (J) is used in recognition of Lisa Jacobsen’s work 
on modified approximants, e.g. [l], [2] and [3], to name but a few of her papers. Finally, (D) 
stands for differential approximants. 
In many cases J-.modifications are superior to C-modifications, meaning that (with f = Kz,/l) 
(f - %4Gm(f - W)) +o. 
This is for instance the case when z, + a 6.6 (- 00, - i) (and for a = - i under additional 
conditions) [7], or if z, - a,, -+ 0, [l] or if { z, - a, } is bounded and a,, --j co [2], in the latter two 
cases under some mild additional conditions. 
In order to compare the D-modification to the J-modification we must study the ratio 
(f- sN(i;,))/(f- sN(rN)) for f # sN(rN>- 
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Now, for any sequence { w, } for which the expression on the right-hand side is well defined, we 
have 
where fN is the value of the Nth approximant 
%!+a,+...++ 
I1 I1 II 
and f (N is the value of the Nth tail 
aN+1 1 +-A+aNi’l+ . . . . aN+2 
11 11 11 
Choosing in turn wN = fN and wN = TN and forming the ratio we find 
f-&(fN) hN+r,?,, fcN’-& 
f - $,T(&) = h, + FN ’ fcN) - r,. 
(2.8) 
In forming this ratio we shall assume that f (N) # r,,, from some N on. This will for instance 
exclude the case when zN = aN from some N on, in which case the J-approximants from a 
certain N on are equal to the value f of K( z/l). In this particular case this will also be true for 
the D-modification. If zN = aN from some N on, all cN from some N on are 0, and hence 
& = TN from some N on. It is beyond the scope of the present paper to include an extensive 
discussion of (2.8) leading to theorems on convergence acceleration by D-approximants. Of 
course one could state a theorem right away, where the conditions merely required the two 
factors to behave the way we want, i.e. the first one to stay bounded, the other one to tend to 
zero. 
We shall briefly touch upon some ideas: We have 
FN=rN+rN.sN, 
where 
The first factor in (2.8) is 
hN+rN hN+rN i + hN/rN 
hN+& = hN+rN+rN+ = 1 +h.,,,/&+&’ 
In many of the interesting cases we have S, + 0 when N + co, in which case the first factor 
tends to 1, since 1 + hN/rN is bounded away from 0. In this case the second factor can be 
written 
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where R, is the remainder term. According to Theorem 1 and the subsequent remarks we have 
I RN I G wvG+A~ - tv+A 
where 8, E (0, 1) is such that 
Erl/r, G ON+, for n=N+l, N+2,... . 
In the particular case when all a, are in a fixed bounded subset of the parabolic region (2.1’) 
and Ed -+ 0 we conclude that R, + 0, since MN in this case can be chosen independent of N. 
‘Normally’ S, --+ 0 and ‘normally’ r,. S, has order of magnitude 8,, and hence we ‘normally’ 
will have convergence acceleration when J-approximants are replaced by D-approximants, since 
8, can be chosen such that tYN -+ 0. This will be discussed more properly in a separate paper. 
In the rest of the paper we shall give a touch of the taste of the problems in cases when 
a,, ---) 00 radially. We shall look at one example in the ‘best’ direction, i.e. along the positive real 
axis and hence along the axis of (2.1) for (Y = 0, and one in the worst direction, i.e. along the 
negative real axis, which is in no parabolic region (2.1). In neither of the examples the 
acceleration is mathematically established. 
3. Examples where a,, + co 
Example 1. We shall here look at some cases with 
; n(n+2) 
Jl=l 1 
as auxiliary continued fraction, i.e. a,, =n(n+2). It is well known that here r,=n+l. A 
straightforward computation, using (2.5), shows that for all {E,}, satisfying the conditions in 
Theorem 1 we have, for 
O” n(n + 2) -t c,z 
F(z)= K 
n=l 1 : 
that 
pq)) = (N+ l)(N + 2) O” 
2 c (_I)“(,Y+ln+l - N+:+2 + N+1+3IC”+““. n=O 
Here the C-approximants are S,(O) and the J-approximants are S,( N + 1). 
We shall look at some special choices of en. 
(a) E, = y for all n. The continued fraction to be computed is 
; n(n+2)+y 
n=l 1 * 
The D-approximants are S,(f’,), where 
2N+l 
(N+ l)(N+2) 
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For y = : the value of the continued fraction is 
1.13273, 
correctly rounded in the 5th decimal place. The values of the first D-approximants are: 
order 0: 1.13629, order 2: 1.13283, 
order 1: 1.13228, order 3: 1.13270. 
The J-modification (C-modification) gives the correct value, rounded in the 
first decimal place (1 .l) for n 2 2 (n > 268), 
second (1.13) n > 4 (n > 2056) 
third (1.133) n 2 13 (n > 19811) 
fourth (1.1327) n 2 32, 
fifth (1.13272) n > 48. 
The indicated n-value is in each case the smallest possible for which the statement is true. 
(b) en = (- 1)“~ for all n. The continued fraction to be computed is 
E n(n+2)+(-1)“y 
fl=l 1 
The D-approximants are SN(rN), where 
We show some tables for C-, J- and D-approximants. In all cases we have taken y = - 0.5. (See 
Table 1). 
The underlining indicates the smallest n-value from which n on the approximants perma- 
nently take on the value 1.26759, rounded in the 5th decimal place. For C-approximant this has 
not even happened at 20000. Observe, though, that the mean value of even and (neighboring) 
odd C-approximants is 1.26759(5). 
(c) E, = (n + 1)~. The continued fraction to be computed is 
; n(n+2)+(n+l)y 
n=l 1 
Simple computation shows that the D-modification is S,(l’,), where 
For y = 1 the value, rounded in the fifth decimal place is 1.44471. Table 2 gives the smallest 
n-values for which the different types of approximants for that one and all larger n-values take 
the correct value, rounded in the first, second,. . . , fifth place. 
We shall restrict ourselves to these few examples, although there are others with interesting 
features. 
For neither of the examples the acceleration by use of D-modifications instead of J-modifica- 
tions is mathematically established, although the numeric computation strongly indicates that 
such acceleration takes place in the c,-examples included here (and others). But some things can 
be said, when we restrict ourselves to the examples discussed here: From the parabola theorem 
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C-approximants J-approximants D-approximants 
APPROX = 3.500OOE+OO 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
APPROX = 4.117658-01 
APPROX = 2.40625E+OO 
APPROX=6.25698E-01 
APPROX = 2.03591E+OO 
APPROX= 7.55316E-01 
APPROX =L84859E+OO 
APPROX = 8.41887E-01 
APPROX =1.73521E+OO 
APPROX = 9.0367OE-01 
APPROX =1.65909E+OO 
APPROX = 9.49924E-01 
APPROX=l.60442E+OO 
APPROX=9.85822E-01 
APPROX =1.56321E+OO 
APPROX=l.O1448E+OO 
APPROX=1.53104E+OO 
APPROX =l.O3788E+OO 
APPROX=1.50521E+OO 
APPROX =l.O5733E+OO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
APPROX=l.l6667E+OO 
APPROX =1.21739E+OO 
APPROX =1.23707E+OO 
APPROX =1.24727E+OO 
APPROX =1.25302E+OO 
APPROX=1.25667E+OO 
APPROX =1.25909E+OO 
APPROX =1.26079E+OO 
APPROX =1.26202E+OO 
APPROX =1,26295E+OO 
APPROX =1.26366E+OO 
APPROX=1.26423E+OO 
APPROX =1.26467E+OO 
APPROX =1.26504E+OO 
APPROX=1,26534E+OO 
APPROX=1.26559E+OO 
APPROX =1.26580E+OO 
APPROX =1.26598E+OO 
APPROX =1.26613E+OO 
APPROX =1.26627E+OO 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
APPROX =1.27273E+OO 
APPROX =1.26596E+OO 
APPROX =1,26846E+OO 
APPROX =1.26716E+OO 
APPROX=1.26788E+OO 
APPROX =1.26742E+OO 
APPROX =L26772E+OO 
APPROX =1.26751E+OO 
APPROX =1.26766E+OO 
APPROX=1.26754E+OO 
APPROX =1.26763E+OO 
APPROX =1.26756E+OO 
APPROX =1.26762E+OO 
APPROX =1.26757E+OO 
APPROX =1.26761E+OO 
APPROX =1.26758E+OO 
APPROX =1.26761E+OO 
APPROX =1.26758E+OO 
APPROX =1.26760E+OO 
APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20001 APPROX =1.26784E+OO 256 APPROX=1.26758E+OO 36 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20002 APPROX =1.26735E+OO 257 APPROX =1.26758E+OO 37 APPROX =1.26760E+OO 
20003 APPROX =1.26784E+OO 258 APPROX =1.26758E+OO 38 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20004 APPROX=1.26735E+OO 259 APPROX =1,26758E+OO 39 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20005 APPROX =1.26784E+OO 260 APPROX =1.26758E+OO 40 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20006 APPROX =1.26735E+OO 261 APPROX=1.26758E+OO 41 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20007 APPROX =1.26784E+OO 262 APPROX =1.26758E+OO 42 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20008 APPROX=1,26735E+OO 263 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 43 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20009 APPROX =1.26784E+OO 264 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 44 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20010 APPROX =1.26735E+OO 265 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 45 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20011 APPROX =1.26784E+OO 266 APPROX=1.26759E+OO 46 APPROX=1.26759E+OO 
20012 APPROX =1.26735E+OO 267 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 47 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20013 APPROX =1.26784E+OO 268 APPROX=1.26759E+OO 48 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20014 APPROX=1.26735E+OO 269 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 49 APPROX=1.26759E+OO 
20015 APPROX =1.26784E+OO 270 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 50 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20016 APPROX =1.26735E+OO 271 APPROX=1.26759E+OO 51 APPROX=1.26759E+OO 
20017 APPROX =1.26784E+OO 272 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 52 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20018 APPROX =1.26735E+OO 273 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 53 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20019 APPROX =1.26784E+OO 274 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 54 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
20020 APPROX=1.26735E+OO 275 APPROX=1.26759E+OO 55 APPROX =1.26759E+OO 
we know that h, is in the half-plane Re w >, i, hence h, + r, is in the half plane Re w B N + $. 
The factor 
hN+rzv hiv+rN 
hN+FN = h,+I’,+ (&TN) 
Table 2 
Rounded value 
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n-values 
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C J D 
1.4 1355 17 3 
1.44 25 452 78 9 
1.445 32685 89 10 
1.4447 _ 238 23 
1.44471 _ 1346 75 
in (2.8) hence tends to 1 when N -+ cc, since h, + r, + cc and TN - r, is bounded. As for the 
second factor we have, since all the conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied, at least from some N 
on (in case c) for 1 y 1 < 1) 
p-FN))/(p-rN) =R,/(R,+ (F&g). 
In the three examples we have expressions for TN - I’,. In cases (b) and (c) the expression 
) TN - r, 1 has a constant value f 0, in case (a) it stays bounded and bounded away from 0, and 
in all three cases we have (R, I <[MN/(1 -ON+,)]. 8i+1, where { eNtl} is a decreasing 
sequence of positive numbers. If we know that M,8i+i + 0, we have acceleration when 
switching from J to D, if we know the rate, at which MN - O:+ 1 tends to 0, we can estimate how 
good the acceleration is. In the present case it is easy to prove, by using a well known technique, 
that with 
E,= {H+Vn(n+2)( <l}, L,= {wllw-(n+l>l Gl}, 
that K( 2,/l) converges when all z, E E,,, and that for all N K~~P=,+Iz,/l E L,. This implies that 
if all I cN 1 G 8 -C 1, then 
lR,I d/(1 -81, 
but this merely states that { RN} is bounded, not that it tends to 0. (Furthermore, this does not 
apply in case c, since { E, } is not bounded.) In order to prove the acceleration the numerical 
experiments strongly suggest, the method has to be improved, e.g. by establishing a (possible) 
stronger (E,, - L,)-result. This will hopefully be accomplished in the near future. 
Example 2. In the previous example the elements a,, as well as z, all were in a parabolic region 
(even the simplest one), and partial results towards a possible acceleration results could be 
proved. In the example to be studied now the situation is the worst possible, a,, + - 00 along the 
negative real axis, and no parabolic region (from the parabola theorem) contains the a,‘s. 
The continued fraction to be computed is of the form 
; 
--n(I?+l+(-l)n)+E, 
n=l 1 
and the auxiliary continued fraction is the one when all E, are replaced by 0, i.e. a, = - n( n + 1 
+ (- 1)“). For simplicity we shall restrict ourselves to the case 
en = Wl)“+ l)y, 
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Table 3 
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Rounded value J D 
2 6 1 
1.9 78 3 
1.89 624 13 
1.890 4072 48 
1.8903 12546 127 
1.89032 12 597 630 
i.e. we shall try to compute the value of the continued fraction with this particular {en}, i.e. 
-12+yI + -2.41 + -32+y( + -4.61 + -52+y) + 
I1 I1 11 11 I1 --* . 
It is well known (see for instance [4]) that the auxiliary continued fraction 
-I21 / -2.41 4 -321 I -4.61 ; -521 I ... 
I1 I1 11 I1 I1 
has tail values r, = ( - l)“( n + 1). A simple, but tedious computation gives (with the notations 
introduced earlier) 
rN= (-l)N(N+ 1) + +y. 
In this case we have no mathematical basis for a conclusion on acceleration of convergence. We 
do not even know that the continued fraction in question converges. For y = 1 the smallest 
n-value giving a certain accuracy is given in Table 3. 
The C-approximants are left out, since they seem to be without any practical interest. Even for 
y = 0, when we know the convergence, we have for instance f200001 = 0.703186, whereas (of 
course) the J- and D-approximations both hit the bull’s eye f = 1 (exact values) already for y1= 1. 
Actually the truncation error in f, has order of magnitude O(l/log n). 
Remark. Since_1”,(1+ &+,) =cN+i = -(N+ l)(N+ 2 + (-l)N”) + $y(l+ (-l)N”) + ay’, 
the sequence {r,} is a sequence of tails (right or wrong) for K( 6,/l). 
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